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Hi folks,

Welcome to the October issue of the SEARS Newsletter.  Once again, we 
have a variety of articles for you.  And I've introduced a new feature:  
Whirly Word for Radio Amateurs, which should help you while away a few 
moments here and there.

Also included is a report on the last club night talk, and one on how an 
M6 schoolboy ham survived a plane crash in the Alps, another signal 
generator review, number 6 in the "Watchkeeping at Sea" series, the 
answers to last month's Beeper challenge and Quiz number 7, an 
interesting article and challenge about vehicle parking lights, and the 
solution to the Programmer's Corner Quiz 5.  You will find a brief report 
on the funeral of David/G3SVI within these pages, and another on the 
National Hamfest at Newark on September 29th.

At a recent Committee meeting SEARS Chairman Terry/G1FBW voiced 
concern that we had a lower number of field events this season.  He is 
steering the Club toward reversing that decline and actually increasing 
the number of events by introducing new venues.  All committee 
members now have assignments on this project, and I'll give you details 
as they emerge over the coming months.

Finally, several people have asked once again about the SEARS morse 
classes.  See page 12 for more information.



SEARS Club Night September 12th, 2017.
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I was the speaker at the SEARS Club 
night this month.  My subject was "The 
Moving Coil Meter," another in my 
series entitled "Back to Basics." We 
had a fair number of members in 
attendance and I think they enjoyed the 
talk - at least, no rotten tomatoes were 
thrown . . .

I explained that these analogue devices have not been replaced by the 
digital meter.  Rather, they can do things that the digital meter can't.  So 
both types will continue to be used for some time to come.

During the talk I showed how the moving coil meter is made and functions. 
I elaborated on their important attributes:  mechanical inertia, mirror 
scales, zero setting and FSD (full scale deflection).

I went on to show how they can be used to measure voltage, current, 
resistance, capacitance and frequency.  I concluded with demonstrations 
of a home-made audio generator with a frequency meter built in, and a CW 
paddle key speedo, with a readout in WPM (words per minute).

When exploiting the many useages for a 
basic moving coil movement, you will need 
to use tools such as ohm's law, formulae for 
parallel resistors and current shunts etc.  
There were plenty of worked examples in the 
talk.

If you want a refresher on any that stuff, 
refer back to my BTB ("Back To Basics") talk 
on DC circuits.



M6 Schoolboy Ham survives Alps Plane disaster
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An aircraft was flying over the Alps.  The only passengers were a priest, 
the Brain of Britain, and schoolboy who also happened to be an M6 ham.

Suddenly the pilot burst into the cabin.  "I've put us on autopilot" he said 
in a panicky voice.  "There must be a fuel leak because we're going to 
run out and crash onto the mountains in a few minutes.  Our only hope is 
to bale out.  Unfortunately, there are only 3 parachutes.  I'll have to take 
one so that I survive to tell the owners what happened."

With that he opened the door, grabbed a parachute, and leapt out.  The 
Brain of Britain blurted out "I need to survive so that I can pass all my 
knowledge on to future generations."  Within a few seconds he had also 
jumped out of the door.

The priest turned to the schoolboy and spoke.  "My son, I am old and my 
life is drawing to a close anyway.  You are very young and only just 
starting out.  And you've hardly used your new M6 license yet.  You jump 
next and I'll remain to meet my Maker."

"But Father," the lad said.  "We can both survive.  There are two of us 
and two parachutes."

"How can that be?" asked the puzzled priest.

The schoolboy looked a little puzzled himself.  "The Brain of Britain just 
took my school satchel and jumped."

SEARS Club Night October 10th
Our scheduled speaker for this month's Club night is our own Vic/
G6BHE, the well-known SEARS Rally Master and WebMaster, but even 
more famous for producing fantastic bacon butties at the SEARS field 
events.  His subject will be the RSGB.  Since Vic is also our local RSGB 
Area Manager, the talk will be both informative and entertaining.  Don't 
miss it!
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Review of the "Industry Mall" Signal Generator
I know I've reviewed signal generators before, but this one is particularly 
brilliant.  Priced at a mere £3.75 on ebay and delivered post free, it 
generates square waves from 6 Hz to 100 Khz using any supply from 3 
volts to 20 volts.  The duty cycle can be adjusted at any frequency 
from 1% to 99%, and the output can source up to 100 mA.

The  output  is  shown  on  two  separate  generous-sized  red  LED 
digital  displays.   The package lends itself well  to mounting in a 
project box or other equipment.

I  also  tried  it  out  as  an  audio  oscillator,  driving  a  little  piezo 
speaker, and it works very well.  So you could use it as an alarm or 
morse  practice  oscillator  as  well  as  for  serious  test  and 
development work.

Illustrations:
•  Top left: the unit
•  Top right:  the simple interface circuit I put
    together to use the output as a morse
    oscillator.  I ran the unit at 400 Hz for this, with  
    the 10 kΩ potentiometer serving as a volume  
    control.
•  Centre right:  running at 10 kHz, 50% duty cycle
•  Lower right: my oscilloscope trace of the output

•
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 6

Of course, watchkeeping periods could sometimes be quiet.  When you're 
steaming diagonally across the Pacific from Los Angeles to Wellington, 
there are no coast stations and not that many other ships to work, 
sometimes for weeks on end.  Navigation warnings and weather forecasts 
are few.  Of course, Silence Periods must still be observed and OBS 
messages sent, but not a lot else.

There will be a few core traffic lists that must be listened to regularly.  If 
you have incoming traffic from maritime stations, that's the only way to 
find out it's there.  Portishead would send out traffic lists at least once per 
hour.  The callsigns of all ships for whom traffic was on hand would all be 
sent in alphabetical order.  If your ship was on it, you had to run up the 
transmitter and QSO for your traffic.  Once you'd QSL'ed it, your callsign 
would be removed from the list until next time there was traffic for you.

On the example trip above, you would have to listen to the HF traffic lists 
from Wellington (in addition to at least Portishead Radio) as there would 
be traffic for you there from the Wellington agent.

But these quiet times are when the R/O, with 500 KHz on in the 
background, brings the accounts up to date, pastes in all the new notices 
and amendments for the Admiralty List of Radio Signals, and performs 
light maintenance on the Radio Room equipment.  It's also a good time to 
bring the inventory up to date, find what's running low or missing, and 
make up an order for replenishment.  Valves, tools, baling wire, spare 
klystron for the radar, etc.

When that's all done, Sparks can slip into the chartroom or wheelhouse 
and chew the fat with the officer of the watch.  And those are the times to 
pick up a load of useful stuff about navigation and seamanship.  I didn't 
even know what spherical trigonometry was before I went to sea, but I 
soon learned a lot about it.

The most infuriating thing about those quiet watches always occurred 
when you were about to go off watch.  The Old Man would breeze in with 
a telegram for the Office.  "Get that off right away, Sparks, there's a good 
chap," he would say and shoot off again before you can point out that 
you're off watch now and just going for tiffin!
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Anyone can Beep . . .

Last month I asked if you could build a beep-beep-beep circuit.  Here's my 
solution.  It's much simpler than it looks, because the four AND gates are 
all in one chip, the ubiquitous CD4011, around 10p each on ebay.

The beep tone comes from the oscillator formed from U1C and U1D, with 
the frequency determined by R2/C2.  It's turned on and off continuously by 
the oscillator formed from U1A/U1B.  The frequency is around 2 Hz, fixed 
by R1/C1.

I also show below the pcb layout, designed with VeeCad, and the actual 
pcb built from the layout.  It worked perfectly first time.



The Editor's Quiz:  Solution to Number 7
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You were asked to work out what current 
flows in the 10 ohm resistor in this little 
network.  Only the 2v source and the 10Ω/
100µH load are needed; the other components 
have no effect.

As you can see from the inset, the answer is 
146 mA.

The second question asked for the peak current flowing in this CR circuit 
and the relationship between the voltage across the capacitor and the 
current flowing through it.

The maximum current only flows once in this circuit, and that's 
immediately after switch-on while the capacitor is charging.  The diode 
prevents discharge and thus any further current flow after that. We can 
regard the capacitor as a short-circuit at switch-on because it's fully 
discharged at that time.  There is no relationship between voltage and 
current after that because there's no current flowing.

Here 
it is!

XL

R

Z

Find Z

Question:  What do you 
call a dog with no legs?

Answer:  It doesn't 
matter what you call 
him, he's not going to 
come anyway.



Parking Lights in the Good Old Bad Old Days
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the damn things on and off - forget and you'd have a flat battery the next 
morning.

The inset circuit shows how it was done (I think this is right, but my 
memory isn't perfect).  We only had two types of transistors available 
then, both used here.  Q2 was on OC71 with the paint scraped off so that 
it would act as an LDR (light-dependent resistor).  Q1 was an OC72, 
capable of driving a small bulb, LS1.  The latter was placed in a perspex 
sphere, red to the rear and white to the front and fixed to the driver's 
window.  These were often pinched by local kids and then sold back to 
their hapless owners.

This month's challenge is to design a modern version.  Parking lights are 
no longer compulsory, but it would be a helpful feature if your sidelights 
came on (when parked) at the approach of another vehicle and then 
switched off automatically after about a half minute.  Check in here next 
month for my own solution.

I bought my first car as a mere stripling of 20 in 1963.  
It was actually a retiree from the Bendix Washing 
Machine fleet with the logo painted out. But more 
importantly, it was a Morris Minor 1000 and ran like a 
dream.  I still miss it today.

In those days every vehicle parked on the road at night 
had to have parking lights or face a hefty fine.  We 
have reflectors and street lighting these days. As you 
can guess, we made our own automatic lights so we 
didn't have to go out at sundown and sunup to turn

Apparently, I 
snore so 

loudly in the 
car that I 
scare the 

bejabers out 
of my 

passengers



WHIRLY WORD for Radio Amateurs!
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This is a fun word game that first reappeared (at least, that's where I first 
saw it) in the Daily Express many years ago.  It was entitled "Target" in 
those days.  It now runs in the Daily Mail and other newspapers as well.  
Additionally, there are dozens of implementations for the PC, Mac, IOS, 
Android, et al.  Its popularity seems to be perpetual.

This is my own version aimed specifically at Radio Hams.  Rules:

►  You must find at least one 9-letter word which is associated with the
      Amateur Radio Hobby.
►  Find as many other words as you can (not specific to hams).
►  Every word must be at least four letters in length.
►  No proper nouns allowed.

How many words can you find?  Check the next issues for my answers.

What's another 
word for 

synonym?
What's another 

word for 
thesaurus?



The funeral of David David/G3SVI
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As  announced  in  last  month's 
newsletter,  SEARS  member  David/
G3SVI  passed  away  on  August  21st.  
His  funeral  took  place  at  Sutton 
Cemetary on September 13th.   SEARS 
was  represented  by  myself,  Brian/
G7IIO,  Chairman  Terry/G1FBW,  Pete/
M0PSX and Steve/M0UEH.

The ceremony was simple but moving.  
David's life was celebrated and his  
grand-daughters read a poem they had composed especially for the 
occasion.  Afterwards a wake was held at Saxon Hall.   David's wife, 
Moira/M0MYR,  also  a  SEARS  member,  was  consoled  by  everyone 
present.  She was tearful but bearing up and very appreciative of all the 
support.  We had the chance to meet other members of the family, who 
were very kind and thanked us for attending.

RIP, David, we miss you already.

If you've registered, don't forget - ECWARC (Essex CW Amateur Radio 
Club) holds its Boot Camp at Witham on Saturday October 21st.

SEARS holds its AGM on November 14th.  It is expected that some 
changes to the Committee will be proposed, plus a report on how we're 
coping in the wake of our President becoming SK earlier this year.  This 
is one of our most important AGMs for some years.

Our Christmas Social takes place on December 12th.  As usual, we'll be 
rounding off the year in style, with goodies to eat, reminiscing about 
the year's passing and already making plans for 2017.

One event I'm especially looking forward to in the new year - a talk in 
April by Henry/M6XHK on Computers.
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SEARS at the National Hamfest

SEARS members Dave/G4AJY and Brian G7IIO journied in the rain to 
Newark on the last Friday of September to check out this year's National 
Hamfest.

The open-air stalls all looked very bedraggled as they were subjected to 
an unwelcome baptism, but it was dry inside the big hall.  ICOM, Yaesu, 
Kenwood, ML & S, et all had very big pitches, but there were plenty of 
smaller ones with components and other goodies.  The RSGB seemed to 
have an excessive amount of floor space, including a giant bookstall and 
about 8 small stalls to cover items such as EMC and training separately.

Prices of second-hand goods were very inflated.  A pre-owned IC7300 
which had only cost £1050 was on sale for £990, for instance.

TX Factor were filming.  Our own Pete Sipple/M0PSX was producing this 
episode, but we saw him in front of the camera interviewing as well.  He 
took the photograph below, showing (left to right) Dave/G4AJY, Bob 
McCready/G0FGX of TX Factor fame, and Brian/G7IIO.

Q:  Why is this 
morse key in a 
hurry?
A:  Because it's 
Russian.
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To Morse or not to Morse?

Hardly a week goes by without someone coming up to me and asking 
about the next run of my Morse classes.  Some are shy and come at the 
subject obliquely, beginning by discussing something like their warts or 
the weather in Outer Mongolia and gradually coming around  by degrees, 
as if by happenstance, to the subject of Morse.

Others are more direct and introduce the subject boldly.  Still others try 
to trick me into bringing the subject up.

But they all have one thing in common - they're interested in learning or 
refreshing their knowledge of morse code and CW operating.

And yet, here's a curious thing about human nature:  all these folk, some 
of them apparently genuine and passionate about morse, fail to follow 
through when invited to make a firm commitment to start on the class 
within the next few months.

So, for the benefit of all those out there who really plan to get into CW or 
come back to it after a break and want to attend my morse classes - 
please email me (djellis32@yahoo.com) stating unequivocally that you 
plan to join the next course.

I'm prepared to run it for a minimum of 4, and keep the class size to a 
maximum of 6.  We had good success on the last course, and most 
participants had fun.  So it's up to you - I offer the service, and it's on a 
first-come-first-served basis.  If I get a quorum, I'll start the new course 
early in the new year, probably January.

This key 
will bug 
you . . .

No, but 
we've got a 
woodpecker 
that knows 
morse code!

Have we 
got any talking 

parrots?



Last month's Problem:

A radio ham decides to build a PA for his rig.  
He has a suitably robust project box to hand 
and sets about measuring it.  He notes the 
following:

1. The sides of the box are all an exact number 
of cm (no decimal points), each having 2 digits.
2. The height, width, and depth are all different.  
3. The volume is ten times the surface area, 
which in turn is exactly 31.5 times the sum of 
the lengths of all twelve edges.

What are the box's dimensions?

Programmers' Corner
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New Poser:

A factorial is obtained by multiplying 
all the numbers from 1 thorugh, say 
4, together. So factorial 4 is equal to 
1 x 2 x 3 x 4 = 24. This is denoted by 
4!  You can easily see that 5! = 120 
and 6! = 720, etc.  Factorials can be 
very large indeed.

22! (factorial 22) contains the digits 
7777 at the digit positions 10 
through 13. Find all those factorials 
less than 200 digits long which 
contain any four equal digits 
consecutively like the example given 
above, anywhere in the factorial.  
Trailing zeroes are excluded!  This is 
a very tedious problem to solve by 
hand, but a simple computer 
program should do the job nicely.
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I wrote some Python 
code to solve this, 
s h o w n o v e r l e a f .  
Here's a printout 
obtained by running 
the code:

Parameter       Value

Height                   42
Width                    84
Depth                    70
Area                24696
Volume         246960
Edge length       784

It's the very latest 
safety feature.  It 

makes sure you're 
not hurt if your 

computer crashes.
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Code to solve SEARS Puzzlet #005

# SEARS Puzzlet #0005
# The sides of a box are all an exact nr of cm (no decimal points), 
each having 2 digits. The height, width, and depth are  all different.  
The volume is ten times the surface area, which in turn is exactly 31.5 
times the sum of the lengths of all twelve edges.
# What are the dimensions of the box?
# By Dave Ellis.
# Old Puzzlet # 086

def PrintResult():
# pretty printer
    print "Height", "%12d" % height
    print "Width", "%13d" % width
    print "Depth", "%13d" % depth
    print "Area", "%14d" % area
    print "Volume", "%12d" % volume
    print "Edge length", "%7d" % edgeLength

# main program

# print results header
print
print "Parameter     Value"
print

# main routine

for height in range(10, 98):
    for depth in range(height + 1, 99):
        for width in range(depth + 1, 100):
            volume = height*width*depth
            area = 2*(height*(width + depth) + width*depth)
            if volume == 10*area:
                edgeLength = 4*(height + width + depth)
                if area == 31.5*edgeLength:
                    PrintResult()

Dear Mum and Dad, how are 
you?  I'm fine.  I miss you.  If 
my hard drive ever crashes, I'll 
come downstairs to visit you 
sometime.  PS, please email 

me some food.


